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Phase transformations in nanograin materials
under high pressure and plastic shear: nanoscale
mechanisms†

Valery I. Levitas*a and Mahdi Javanbakhtb
There are two main challenges in the discovery of new high pressure

phases (HPPs) and transforming this discovery into technologies:

finding conditions to synthesize new HPPs and finding ways to reduce

the phase transformation (PT) pressure to an economically reasonable

level. Based on the results of pressure–shear experiments in the rota-

tional diamond anvil cell (RDAC), superposition of plastic shear on high

pressure is a promising way to resolve these problems. However,

physical mechanisms behind these phenomena are not yet understood.

Here, we elucidate generic mechanisms of coupled nucleation and

evolution of dislocation and HPP structures in the nanograin material

under pressure and shear utilizing the developed advanced phase field

approach (PFA). Dislocations are generated at the grain boundaries and

are densely piled up near them, creating a strong concentrator of the

stress tensor. Averaged shear stress is essentially larger in the nanograin

material due to grain boundary strengthening. This leads to the increase

in the local thermodynamic driving force for PT, which allows one to

significantly reduce the applied pressure. For all cases, the applied

pressure is 3–20 times lower than the PT pressure and 2–12.5 times

smaller than the phase equilibrium pressure. Interaction between nuclei

leads sometimes to their coalescence and growth of theHPPaway from

stress concentrators. Plasticity plays a dual role: in addition to creating

stress concentrators, it may relax stresses at other concentrators, thus

competing with PT. Some ways to optimize the loading parameters

have been found that lead to methods for controlling PT. Since such a

local stress tensor with high shear stress component cannot be created

without plastic deformations, thismay lead to new transformation paths

and phases, which are hidden during pressure induced PTs.
There are two main challenges in the discovery of new HPPs
and transforming this discovery into technologies: nding
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(ESI) available: A PFA to interaction of
eloped and material properties are
conditions to synthesize new HPPs and nding ways to reduce
the PT pressure to an economically reasonable level. Various new
HPPs with unique properties have recently been discovered
experimentally: new superhard phases of carbon,1,2 BC5,3 B-BN,4

and BC2N,5,6 supposedly highly energetic phases of polymeric
nitrogen,7 CO2,8 and ionic boron.9 Many others have been pre-
dicted theoretically10–14 but have not yet been synthesized,
because of kinetic barriers or because the proper transformation
path could not be realized under quasi-hydrostatic pressure and
known phases appeared instead. PT pressure for most of these
phases is too high for technological realization. Based on the
results of pressure–shear experiments in rotational Bridgman
anvils,15 rotational diamond anvil cell (RDAC),16–24 high pressure
torsion,25–30 and ball milling31–33 superposition of plastic shear on
high pressure can in principle resolve these problems. Indeed, we
recently obtained a new high-density amorphous phase of SiC
under a pressure of 30 GPa and large shear,16 which was not
obtained under hydrostatic pressure up to 130 GPa. Phase IV of
fullerene C60 (which is believed to be harder than diamond) was
rst revealed under pressure and shear in the RDAC17,18 and then
reproduced under high pressure and temperature. Highly ener-
getic polymeric phases of nitrogen and sodium azide19,20 and
superhard phase of single wall carbon nanotube21 were obtained
under pressure and shear in the RDAC. Also, plastic shear
reduces the PT pressure by a factor of 2 to 10 for some PTs18,22–25,29

– e.g., in Si and Ge,23 rhombohedral BN to superhard cubic BN,18

Zr and Zr–Ni alloys,25,29 and disordered nanocrystalline hexagonal
BN to wurtzitic BN.24

Despite the fundamental and applied importance and
various intriguing phenomena, our understanding of the
mechanisms and theoretical description is in its infancy.
Macroscopic continuum thermodynamics fails to describe the
signicant reduction in PT pressure. Indeed, let the PT occur
when the mechanical part of the thermodynamic driving force
W (transformation work) reaches a critical value k – i.e., W ¼
�p30t + sgt ¼ k, where p and s are the pressure and shear stress,
30t < 0 and gt are the volumetric and shear transformation
strains. Let gt ¼ �230t ¼ 0.2, PT pressure under hydrostatic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 1 Schematics of a sample under compression and shear with a
stationary nanostructure at �p¼ 1.2 and g¼ 0.15. Dislocations in the left
grain cause transformation from the low (blue) to the high (red)
pressure phases.
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conditions be p ¼ 15 GPa, with shear strength being limited by
the macroscopic yield strength in shear-say s ¼ 1 GPa. Then,
under hydrostatic conditions, W ¼ k ¼ 15 � 0.1 ¼ 1.5; with
shear, Xm¼ (p + 2)� 0.1¼ 1.5 – i.e., p¼ 13; and the reduction in
PT pressure is only 13%. Even the fundamental difference
between the plastic strain-induced PTs under high pressure and
pressure-induced PTs had not been recognized before the
appearance of our paper.22 Pressure-induced PTs initiate at pre-
existing defects, while strain-induced PTs occur by nucleation at
new defects generated during plastic ow, which produce
stronger stress concentration. Strain-induced PTs require
completely different thermodynamic and kinetic description as
well as experimental characterization. A simple three-scale theory
for strain-induced PTs in the RDAC was developed in ref. 22,
followed by more detailed theoretical and computational treat-
ment for the micro- and macroscales.34–36 However, the main
physical mechanisms of strain-induced PTs, which explain the
above phenomena, are still lacking. The only analytical model22

uses numerous strong assumptions and is not applicable, espe-
cially for nanograin materials. Barrierless nucleation at defects,
even in large-grain materials, is always a nanoscale phenom-
enon.22 Large plastic deformations under pressure lead to
nanograin materials.25–30 That is why our focus is on nanoscale
mechanisms in nanograin materials. Most publications report
the signicant dislocation activity in nanograin materials.25–30 In
others37,38 reversible dislocation activity is observed, in which
dislocation density aer large deformation and unloading prac-
tically does not change. In many cases26,27,37,38 the role of grain
boundaries is underscored as source and sink of defects and as
an additional plasticity mechanism due to grain boundary
sliding. In this paper, we treat dislocational plasticity, in which
dislocations nucleate at grain boundaries due to stress concen-
tration near them. While we do not resolve the structure and
width of grain boundaries, reversible dislocation activity is
observed, unless dislocations are pinned. Also, grain rotations
are included in some examples in the simplest way.

Here, we study a coupled nucleation and evolution of dislo-
cations and HPPs in the nanograin material under simple shear
and pressure using the developed coupled PFA to martensitic
PT and dislocation evolution39 and the corresponding nite
element method (FEM) of simulations. This theory combines
the most advanced PFA for dislocations40 and PT41 with addi-
tional coupling terms.39 Since drastic reduction in PT pressure
under plastic shear is observed for various classes of materials
with different atomic bonding, crystal lattices and slip systems,
and this is the rst PFA study on the subject, we will develop the
simplest generic model to reveal general features of a broad
class of materials.

Main results are summarized at the end of the paper.

Results and discussion

The total system of equations and material parameters is pre-
sented in ref. 39 and 42. Typical width of the phase interface is
1 nm; characteristic time for PT and dislocation evolution in the
PFA is in a picosecond range; typical shear stresses and pres-
sures of interest are in a GPa range. That is why all size, stress,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
and time parameters are normalized by 1 nm, 1 GPa, and 1 ps,
respectively. Some of the parameters are: 3t0 ¼ �0.1 and gt ¼
0.2; phase equilibrium pressure pe ¼ 10, and critical pressure
for the instability of the low pressure phase (LPP) is pcl¼ 20. The
FEM approach and the code COMSOL with the embedded
remeshing procedure have been utilized. All results are shown
in the deformed conguration. A rectangular sample is
considered with the size of 50 � 30, which includes the
following regions (Fig. 1): (a) two grains of the size of 25 � 20
each, in which dislocations and/or PT are studied; (b) two
regions of the size of 50� 5 located at the top and bottom of the
sample, where only the mechanical problem is solved; these
regions model elastic accommodation of the grains that
surround two grains with PT and plasticity. For the mechanical
problem, periodic conditions for displacements are prescribed
for lateral sides; the bottom horizontal side is xed; the upper
side is subjected to normal homogenous stress sn in the
deformed state and homogeneous horizontal displacement u
(which will be given in terms of prescribed macroscopic shear
g¼ u/h, with the height of grains h¼ 20). To obtain rst generic
results, 2D plane strain problems and straight edge dislocations
are treated. This is equivalent to the innite size of a sample or
clamping a sample in the out-of-plane direction; no activities in
the out-of-plane direction occur and size in the out-of-plane
direction is irrelevant. Note that for the simulations corre-
sponding to nucleation on the single dislocation pile up, our
numerical solution is in good correspondence with the analyt-
ical results22 in terms of length and aspect ratio of nucleus vs.
the number of dislocations in the pile up, which conrms val-
idity of the model for the simplest scenario. It was found that
under hydrostatic loading, the lowest pressure at which the
nucleus appears is ph ¼ 15.75;42 thus, k ¼ �ph3t0 ¼ 1.575.

1. PT in the le grain and plasticity in the right grain were
not included, and the single horizontal slip system was active in
the le grain. A sample under vertical stress sn ¼ 3.05 was
considered, which results in an initial pressure averaged over
the sample (or each grain) of 2.0. Note that because of chosen
normal transformation strains 3t

x ¼ 3t
y,42 averaged pressure p ¼

�0.5(sx + sy) rather than sn produced transformation work and
should be used for the characterization of PT. Dislocations of
opposite signs nucleated from both grain boundaries one aer
another and moved toward each other. They formed steps at
both boundaries corresponding to 3|b| (b is the Burgers vector)
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 162–166 | 163



Fig. 2 Nucleation and growth of the high pressure phase until the
stationary nanostructure at g ¼ 0.2 and with �p varying from 2 (before
PT) to a stationary value of 0.8 (averaged over both grains) and with
�p ¼ 0.06 in the transformed grain.

Fig. 4 Stationary distribution of HPPs and dislocations under
compression and shear for g ¼ 0.1 (a) and g¼ 0.125 (b). The line above
the plot shows parameters averaged over each grain. Dislocations are
allowed in the left grain only and are pinned before PT starts.
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and next dislocations densely pile-up at the boundaries (Fig. 1).
For g ¼ 0.2, 7 positive and negative dislocations represent a
stationary solution, resulting in average shear stress �s ¼ 5.86
and �s ¼ 8.77 in the le and right grains, respectively, and
�s ¼ 7.31 over the sample. These pile-ups create strong concen-
tration of the stress tensor near their tips. Two HPP nuclei
appear barrierlessly at the steps and grow, initially like two
independent plates, and later they start to interact through the
stress eld (Fig. 2). For g ¼ 0.15 the stationary nanostructure
still represents two separated HPP regions (Fig. 1), with a
concentration c ¼ 0.19 with respect to the grain area in the
undeformed state. Increasing g to 0.2 leads to a morphological
transition, the coalescence of two HPP regions, and a signicant
c increment to c ¼ 0.51 (Fig. 2). Note that the pressure averaged
over the grain �p is reduced during PT to 1.69 in the le grain,
0.06 in the right grain (where PT occurs), and 0.81 over the both
grains, due to volume reduction during PT; �s is reduced to 4.75
and 5 in the le and right grains, respectively, and 4.9 over the
both grains. Since in the experiment PT pressure is measured
aer PT at the place where PT occurred, we will report �p and �s
aer PT in the transformed grain as well. Based on averaged
stresses, transformation work was W ¼ 1.0 in the right grain –

i.e., it is lower than k by a factor of 1.575. Thus, for the nano-
grain sample, it is possible to reduce the PT pressure by more
than an order of magnitude and below GPa, and to cause
signicant PT in a grain at relatively small applied shear strain.
The small distance between stress concentrators leads to a
coalescence of nuclei with signicant transformation progress.
However, �s is signicantly larger than �p, which makes such a
process impractical for technical applications from the point of
view of anvil strength;43 instead, it should be �p $ �s.

2. As a next step, we included dislocation activity along two
slip systems with a 60� angle between them in the right grain,
which competes with the PT. For �p¼ 1.2, g¼ 0.2, �s¼ 4, and Lx¼
0.1Lh (Lx and Lh are the kinetic coefficients in Ginzburg–Landau
equations for dislocations and PT42), PT occurs faster than
dislocation evolution in the right grain, and the initial stage of
PT is almost the same as without plasticity, including coales-
cence. However, aer one dislocation appeared in the upper slip
Fig. 3 Simultaneous nucleation and evolution of HPPs and disloca-
tions until the stationary nanostructure at g ¼ 0.2, and �p varied from 2
(before PT) to a stationary value of 1.2.
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system and 3 dislocations in the lower one, reverse PT starts.
Dislocations relax shear stress and HPP becomes narrower and
splits into two regions with the stationary concentration c ¼
0.166 (Fig. 3). While the evolution of HPP depends on the ratio
Lx/Lh, the stationary phase and the dislocation structure are
practically the same for Lx/Lh in the range 0.1–80.

3. For a problem similar to that shown in Fig. 1, the pressure
was increased, and shear was reduced (Fig. 4). For g¼ 0.1, three
dislocations of each sign appeared in the le grain, which
generated the HPP band passing through both grains. Averaged
shear stress was reduced to 1.97 and 2.27 but the pressure was
increased to 6.86 and 6.52, which gave transformation work of
1.08 and 1.11, in the le and right grains, respectively. When g

was increased to 0.125, the forth dislocations appeared in the
le grain and the second HPP band appeared in the right grain,
leading to reduced �p ¼ 5.84, �s ¼ 2.16, W ¼ 1.02, and c ¼ 0.436.

4. Next, we allowed three horizontal slip systems in the le
grain and (in some cases) three slip systems inclined under 15�

in the right grain (Fig. 5). In all cases, the le grain contains a
very small amount of HPP, because slip systems are parallel to
the applied shear. For g ¼ 0.15 with no slip in the right grain,
the concentration of HPP reached 0.347 at �p ¼ 4.07, �s ¼ 3.13,
andW ¼ 1.03 (Fig. 5a). When a slip is allowed in the right grain,
the concentration of HPP reduced to 0.126 in it at increased
�p ¼ 4.53, �s ¼ 3.48, and W ¼ 1.15 (Fig. 5b). However, at slightly
higher �p ¼ 5.66, but lower �s ¼ 2.46, and W ¼ 1.06, allowing
plasticity in the right grain produced just two dislocations of
opposite signs; it changed c from 0.126 to 0.439, and did not
Fig. 5 Stationary distribution of HPPs and dislocations under
compression and shear for g ¼ 0.15. (a) Three dislocation systems are
allowed in the left grain only and are pinned before PT starts. (b) In
addition, in the right grain three dislocation systems inclined under 15�

are included, which leads to the suppression of HPPs. (c and d) The
same as in (a) and (b) but at higher pressure and lower shear stress.
Even when plasticity in the right grain is allowed, just two dislocations
appear, and PT to HPP is not suppressed.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 6 Stationary distribution of HPPs and dislocations for g ¼ 0.2. (a)
Three dislocation systems are allowed in the left grain only and are
pinned before PT starts. (b) In addition, in the right grain three dislo-
cation systems inclined under 15� are included, but this does not lead
to severe suppression of HPPs as in Fig. 5b.

Fig. 7 Stationary distribution of HPPs and dislocations under growing
shear. The HPP and dislocation solutions in Fig. 5b in each grain are
rotated separately by 90� clockwise and applied as initial conditions.
The same normal stress distribution and shear strain g ¼ 0.15 are
applied as in Fig. 5b. Three dislocation systems in the left grain dis-
appeared due to normality of the rotated slip plane and the applied
shear. In the right grain, three rotated dislocation systems were kept
unchanged (designated in magenta). In addition, three new dislocation
systems inclined under 15� were introduced.

Communication Nanoscale
change �p, but it created lower �s, and W (Fig. 5c and d). Thus,
optimal pressure and shear promote PT instead of plasticity.

5. One more example of optimized parameters is shown in
Fig. 6. For g ¼ 0.2 and no slip in the right grain, the concen-
tration of HPP reached 0.55 at �p ¼ 3.1, �s ¼ 3.48, and W ¼ 1.0
(Fig. 5a). When a signicant slip occurred in the right grain as
well, PT to HPP was only slightly suppressed (c ¼ 0.45), and �p
and �s grew slightly.

6. To study the effect of switching between slip systems – e.g.,
due to rotation of the grains (which is not included in the
model) – the problem described in Fig. 7 was solved. As it is seen
in Fig. 7, stresses in the le grain are relaxed due to the PT and
the growth of HPPs, and new dislocations in the right grain, in
combination with pre-existing dislocations, produce a large
HPP zone, which grows with increased shear. In particular, for
g ¼ 0.2 in the le grain, c ¼ 0.629, �p ¼ 2.71, �s ¼ 3.41, and W ¼
0.95; in the right grain c¼ 0.761, �p¼ 2.5, �s¼ 3.53, andW¼ 0.96.
Thus, using grain rotation and slip on alternative systems, one
can reach a high concentration of the HPP at low pressure and
comparable shear stress.
Conclusion

To summarize, an advanced PFA for PT and dislocation evolu-
tion was used for the study of the nanoscale mechanisms of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
strain-induced PTs in nanograin materials under pressure and
shear. Obtained results completely changed our understanding
of strain-induced PTs. For nanograin materials, much less
dislocations are generated by grain boundaries (i.e., stress
concentration is smaller), but much higher averaged shear
stress can be sustained, in comparison with the large-grain
material. If plasticity in the transforming grain is suppressed,
a quite high concentration of HPP c ¼ 0.5 can be obtained at
pressure averaged over both grains �p ¼ 0.8 (p�s ¼ 0.06 in the
transformed grain) – i.e., at pressure 20 times below the PT
pressure and 12.5 times below the pe, both under hydrostatic
conditions. However, �s ¼ 4.9 is larger than �p, which makes such
a process impractical for technical applications from the
point of view of anvil strength.43 At the same time, such a
shear-dominated stress tensor may lead to achieving new
transformation paths and phases that were hidden during
pressure-induced PTs. A more optimal combination of �p ¼ 3.1
and �s ¼ 3.48 also produces quite large c ¼ 0.55. Such an unex-
pectedly large extent of transformation occurs because the
small distance between the stress concentrators leads to the
coalescence of nuclei andmorphological transition. An increase
in shear strain leads to the growth of nuclei. When plasticity is
allowed along with PTs it suppresses PT in most cases. In other
words, dislocations play a dual role: in addition to creating
stress concentrators, they may relax stresses at other concen-
trators, thus competing with PT. However, some cases were
found in which quite intense plasticity slightly reduced the
transformed region (Fig. 6 with g ¼ 0.2, �p ¼ 3.45, and �s ¼ 3.51)
or did not affect the HPP region at all (Fig. 5 with g ¼ 0.15,
�p ¼ 5.66, and �s ¼ 2.46) because PT wins the competition over
dislocation generation. Also, by using grain rotation and slip on
alternative systems, one can reach a high concentration of the
HPP at low pressure and comparable shear stress. Note that
transformation work based on averaged �p and �s is in the range
0.96–1.11 < k ¼ 1.575, which also conrms contributions from
stress concentrators. In most cases, dislocations are localized
near grain boundaries and phase interfaces rather than in the
middle of the grains, which corresponds to some experi-
ments.27,30 Also, both coherent interfaces (Fig. 4–7) and inter-
faces with nearby dislocations (semicoherent interfaces, Fig. 3
and 7) are observed, like in experiments reported in ref. 27 and
30. Note that if dislocations are not pinned, they slide back and
disappear aer the release of shear, like in some experi-
ments.37,38 Problems with arresting of dislocations and phase
interfaces will be considered in future.

Our results suggest some parameters and methods for
controlling strain-induced PTs. They should be combined with
a search for new phases and pressure shear loading at the
atomistic scale,10–14 development of strain-controlled kinetics at
the microscale,22,34 and a study of the behavior of a sample in the
RDAC at the macroscale35,36 in order to discover and utilize
the multiscale features of strain-induced PTs. In addition to the
search for new high pressure phases and reduction in trans-
formation pressure, phase transformations under pressure and
shear occur in shear bands in geophysics (especially, during the
initiation of earthquakes), penetration of projectiles in materials,
and shear ignition of energetic materials. Strain-induced
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 162–166 | 165
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transformations under high pressure also take place in various
technological applications, e.g. cutting and polishing of Ge, Si,
silicon and boron carbides, and transformations during friction.
Still, in all cases nucleation starts at the nanoscale.
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Phase transformations in nanograin materials under high pressure and plastic

shear: nanoscale mechanisms
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1. The total system of equations for interaction between phase transformation and

dislocation evolution1

We designate contractions of tensorsAAA andBBB over one and two indices asAAA···BBB andAAA:::BBB; the transpose

of AAA is AAAT , III is the unit tensor, and ⊗ is a dyadic product.

Below we described coupled system of PFA equations for martensitic PT and dislocation evolution

developed in1. This theory combines the most advanced PFA for dislocations2 and PT3 with addi-

tional coupling terms1. Both PFAs2,3 are the only available large strain formulations; current letter is

based on fully geometrically nonlinear formulation as well. Current work keeps also other advantages

of2,3: advanced thermodynamic potential that describes some conceptual features of the e�ect of the

stress tensor, reproducing, in particular, stress-independent transformation strain tensor and Burgers

vector and desired local stress-strain curves. Also, the desired, mesh-independent, dislocation height

is introduced for any slip orientation, leading to well-posed formulation. Coupling between PT and

dislocations includes nonlinear kinematics and corresponding mechanical driving forces, inheritance

of dislocation during PT, and dependence of all material parameters for dislocations on the order

parameter η that describes PT, which results also in the extra driving force for PT due to change in

dislocation energy during the PT.

Let the motion of elastoplastic material with PT be described by equation rrr = rrr (rrr0, t), where rrr

and rrr0 are the positions of a material point at time t (deformed con�guration V ) and t0 (undeformed

con�guration V0, which is in A state). All equations are considered in V0. Multiplicative decomposition

of the deformation gradient into elastic, transformational, and plastic parts is used: FFF = ∂rrr/∂rrr0 =

FFF e···FFF t···FFF p. Transformation FFF t and plastic FFF p deformation gradients are described by equations2,3:

Ft = I + εεεt(aη
2(1− η)2 + (4η3 − 3η4)), (1)

ḞFF p ·FFF−1p =

p∑
α=1

mα∑
ω=1

1

Hα
bbbαω ⊗nnnαφ̇(ξ̄αω), (2)
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The order parameter η for PT varies from 0 (in A) to 1 (in M); the order parameter for dislocations in

the αth plane with the unit normal nnnα along the ωth slip direction with the Burgers vector bbbαω, ξαω,

varies from 0 to n when n dislocations appear; Int(ξαω) = n and ξ̄αω := ξαω − Int (ξαω) ∈ [0, 1] are

the integer and fractional parts of ξαω. In Eqs.(1) and (2), εεεt = FFF t(1)−III is the transformation strain,

a is the parameter, φ(ξ̄) = ξ̄2(3− 2ξ̄), and Hα is the dislocation height. For compactness, we consider

single M variant only; generalization for multiple M variants can be done as in3. The Helmholtz free

energy per unit undeformed volume is accepted as the sum of elastic, thermal, crystalline, and gradient

energies related to PT and dislocations:

ψ = ψe + f + ψ∇η + ψξ + ψ∇ξ ; ψ∇η = 0.5βη|∇∇∇η|2; (3)

ψξ =

p∑
α=1

mα∑
ω=1

Aα(η)ξ̄2αω(1− ξ̄αω)2;

ψ∇ξ =
βξ(η)

2

p∑
α=1

mα∑
ω=1

{
∇∇∇ξ̄2αω + [M(1− ξ̄αω)2 − 1](∇∇∇ξ̄αω ·nnnα)2

}
;

f = Acη
2 + (∆G− 2Ac)η

3 + (Ac − 3∆G)η4. (4)

Here Ac = A0(θ− θc) and ∆G = ∆z(θ− θe); θ, θe, and θc are the temperature, the phase equilibrium

temperature for A-M, and the critical temperature for the loss of A stability; βξ and βη are the gradient

energy coe�cients, and A0 and M are parameters. The coe�cient Aα, which determines the yield

strength for dislocations, is a periodic step-wise function of the coordinate along the normal to the slip

plane nnnα
2. The thermodynamic procedure similar to that in2�4 results in the elasticity rule for the

nonsymmetric Piola-Kirchho� stress tensor (force per unit area in V0) PPP ···FFF T
p ···FFF T

t = ∂ψ

∂FFF e
and expressions

for the dissipation rate to due PTs Dη = Xηη̇ ≥ 0 and dislocations Dξ = Xαω ξ̇αω ≥ 0. Then the

simplest linear relationships between thermodynamic forces and rates leads to the Ginzburg-Landau

equations

1

Lη

∂η

∂t
= Xη = PPP T ···FFF e:::

∂FFF t
∂η
···FFF p +∇∇∇ ·

(
∂ψ

∂∇∇∇ηi

)
− ∂ψ

∂η
, (5)

1

Lξ(η)

∂ξαω
∂t

= Xαω = PPP T ···FFF e::: FFF t···
∂FFF p
∂ξαω

+∇∇∇ ·
(

∂ψ

∂∇∇∇ξαω

)
− ∂ψ

∂ξαω
, (6)

where Lξ and Lη are the kinetic coe�cients. All parameters in equations for dislocations depend on

η according to the rule B = BA + (BM − BA)φ(η), where BA and BM are the value of a parameter

in A and M. This in turn leads to contributions of the dislocation-related terms in Ginzburg-Landau

Eq.(5) for PT. In addition, both processes are coupled through the mechanical driving force (stress
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power) in Eqs.(5),(6) and evolving stress �eld.

It is assumed for simplicity that dislocations are inherited when di�use A-M interface passes

through them, their Burgers vector and normal to slip plane transform to bbbαωM = FFF t · bbbαωA and

nnnαωM = nnnαωA ·FFF
−1
t /|nnnαωM ·FFF

−1
t |. That means that in the undeformed state V0 slip systems of A and M

coincides. Equilibrium equation∇∇∇·PPP = 0 completes our system. Cubic-tetragonal PT was considered.

Isotropic quadratic elastic potential ψe in terms of Lagrangian elastic strain EEEe = (FFF Te ·FFF e−III)/2 with

shear modulus µ = 71.5GPa and bulk modulusK = 112.6GPa (the same for both phases) was used for

simplicity below. The following parameters for PT and all slip systems have been used in all problems:

Lξ = 2600(Pa ·s)−1, M = 0.05, H = 0.7nm, |bbb| = 0.35nm, γ = 0.5, βξ = 7.5 ·10−11N , Aα = 0.75GPa

for A, Aα = 2.25GPa for M, βη = 2.59 · 10−10N , Lη = 2600(Pa · s)−1, A0 = 20.6MPa/K,

∆z = 5.05MPa/K, θ = 298K, θe = 100K, θc = −90K, θ̄c = 504K, εxt = εyt = −0.05, εxyt = 0.1 (i.e.,

ε0t = −0.1 and γt = 0.2). For such material parameters, the phase equilibrium pressure pe = 10, the

critical pressure for instability of the low pressure phase (LPF) is pcl = 20, and the critical pressure for

instability of the high pressure phase (HPF) is pch = −10. Negative pch was chosen because otherwise

reverse PT would occur at pressure release to zero through homogeneous nucleation, even if interfaces

were arrested.

2. Pressure-induced PT at a single dislocation

First, we created one dislocation in the left grain by applying shear displacement, and we arrested it

at the grain boundary by stopping to solve the Ginzburg-Landau equation for dislocations. Then the

applied shear stress was reduced to zero, and we obtained a sample with a single dislocation per two

nanograins, which mimics initially annealed material. After this, all mechanical boundary conditions

were substituted with homogeneous stresses (pressure) normal to the deformed surface. It was found

that the lowest pressure at which the nucleus appears is ph = 15.75 (which is in the middle between pe

and pcl), after which it grows and �lls essential part of the grain (Fig. S1). This is reasonable, because

15.75 is signi�cantly higher than pe, which determines the local interface propagation pressure. Thus,

even one dislocation signi�cantly reduces the pressure required to nucleate HPP , but it is still much

higher than pe; k = −phεt0 = 1.575. PT is not completed because pressure in the transformed region

and at the interface reduces below pe due to the transformation volume decrease.
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Figure 1: Stationary distribution of high pressure phase in the presence of a single dislocation and

under the hydrostatic pressure p̄ = 15.75.
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